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Housing solutions for coastal areas of Bangladesh
Mohammad Abu Sadeque
Housing is one's fundamental right as per
our constitution. The scenario of housing in
Bangladesh in general is not good. And the
state of coastal housing is even worse. The
extreme poor in particular are in an
especially grave condition.
According to Bangladesh Bureau of
Statistics (BBS), the total population in 16
coastal districts amounts to around 34
million (24 percent) over an area of 42,000
square kilometres (29 percent). The
population density in coastal areas is
around 800 people per square kilometre
which is less than the national average. BBS
Census 2011 also shows poverty and
extreme poverty levels in the coastal areas
are 34.65 percent and 20.55 percent
against the national average of 31.5
percent and 17.6 percent, respectively.
Therefore, the levels of poverty and
extreme poverty in 16 coastal districts are
respectively 10 percent and 17 percent
more than the national average.
Bangladesh is a disaster-prone country.
Floods, earthquakes and riverbank erosion
are some of the most common hazards that
have drastic effects all over the country.
The coastal region suffers more due to
additional hazards like cyclonic winds, tidal
surges and salinity, floods and earthquakes.
Again, the east coast suffers from the
threat of severe earthquakes and
landslides. On the other hand, saline
intrusion is much deeper inland along the
west coast. Salinity affects the durability of
building materials and therefore building
structures. Tidal surge and wind from
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employment
and
education
opportunities, medical and other social
services.

Considering all these things above, it is
obvious that coastal housing needs
cyclone exert loads on structures which special care. The following measures
are even more severe than the are some of the ways in which coastal
earthquake load. Therefore, structures in housing needs can be ensured:
the coastal region demand the use of
1. Conserve agricultural land; it would not
alternative appropriate materials and be wise to construct single-storey
technologies for withstanding severe structures.
loads emanating from cyclones, tidal 2. Houses should be durable and cyclone
surges and earthquakes.
and tidal surge resilient.
A relevant policy document titled
“Standard Guidelines for Rural Housing in
Disaster-Prone Areas of Bangladesh,” a
publication of the Housing and Building
Research Institute, dictates eight design
standards and proposes shifting from the
paradigm
of
temporary
building
structures to a durable one. Moreover,
the use of wood, bamboo, straw, etc.,
causes deforestation and destroys coastal
green belts which is most important to
break the tidal surge and wind thrust
during severe cyclones. The eight design
standards for rural housing are: 1)
Guaranteed security of tenure for a set
period of time of at least 30 years; 2)
Access to safe water and sanitation
solutions is to be provided; 3) All housing
is built with materials and techniques
that allow easy maintenance, repair and
duplication; 4) All housing and sites are
adapted to the local hazard profile to
resist recurrent disasters over 30 years; 5)
All housing offers a comfortable and
healthy internal climate; 6) All housing is
adapted to special and specific needs of
its inhabitants; 7) All housing is
functional, culturally appropriate and
adaptable; and 8) All housing should be
situated as close as possible to
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3. Inundation model developed by the
Institute of Water Modelling (IWM) should
be kept in consideration.
4. Wind speed and earthquake zoning map
of BNBC need to be consulted during
design of structures.
5. Presence of embankment and its height
need to be considered during design and
construction.
6. Location, vegetation and distance from
sea or river need to be considered.
7. All sorts of measures should be taken
keeping in mind corrosion of steel and
decay of concrete.
8. Brick chips should be strictly prohibited
in concrete and bricks should be
discouraged.
9. Conventional Reinforced Concrete (RC)
construction with poor quality concrete
should be discouraged.
10. Ferro-cement technology is the best
option for coastal areas.
11.Pre-fabricated high strength and low
permeability concrete might be a good
option.
12. Admixture should be made mandatory
as an ingredient of Reinforced Concrete.
13. Concrete must be durable and
minimum compressive strength shall be
4,000 psi.
14. Pitched roof is preferable to facilitate
discharge of rainwater and to harvest the
same.
15. Selection of foundation size and depth
need careful judgement considering wind
and surge.

Ferrocement
Society Fiber-reinforced
concrete
announces FS 2019
Indian Ferrocement Society has announce
the fifth National Convention FS 2019. The
Venue is Nashik, India. The dates of event
are 7-9 November 2019. On 10th November
optional Nashik tour is being arranged by
the organisors.
Call for Abstracts: Next page.
_______________________________

Post
floods,
new
technology
promises
house under Rs 5 lakh...

Thrissur: The Indian Institute of Architects
(IIA) and Institute of Indian Interior
Designing (IIID)...
Read more at:
https://english.manoramaonline.com/lifest
yle/decor/2018/08/27/post-floods-newtechnology-promises-house-under-rs-5lakh.html

Standards available for FRC


Fiber-reinforced
concrete
(FRC)
is concrete containing fibrous material
which increases its structural integrity. It
contains short discrete fibers that are
uniformly distributed and randomly 
oriented. Fibers include steel fibers, glass
fibers, synthetic fibers and natural
fibers – each of which lend varying 
properties to the concrete. In addition,
the character of fiber-reinforced concrete
changes with varying concretes, fiber
materials,
geometries,
distribution,
orientation, and densities.

The concept of using fibers as
reinforcement is not new. Fibers have
been used as reinforcement since ancient
times. Historically, horsehair was used
in mortar and straw in mudbricks. In the
1900s, asbestos fibers were used in
concrete. In the 1950s, the concept
of composite materials came into being
and fiber-reinforced concrete was one of
the topics of interest. Once the health
risks associated with asbestos were
discovered, there was a need to find a
replacement for the substance in
concrete and other building materials. By
the 1960s, steel, glass (GFRC), and
synthetic (such as polypropylene) fibers
were used in concrete. Research into new
fiber-reinforced concretes continues
today.
An FRC sub-category named HighPerformance Fiber Reinforced Concrete
(HPFRC) claims 500 times more resistance
to cracking and 40 percent lighter than
traditional concrete. HPFRC claims it can
sustain strain-hardening up to several
percent
strain,
resulting
in
a
material ductility of at least two orders of
magnitude higher when compared to
normal concrete or standard fiberreinforced concrete. HPFRC also claims a
unique cracking behavior. When loaded
to beyond the elastic range, HPFRC
maintains crack width to below 100 µm,
even when deformed to several percent
tensile strains. Field results with HPFRC
and The Michigan Department of
Transportation resulted in early-age
cracking.
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EN 14889-1:2006 – Fibres
for Concrete. Steel Fibres.
Definitions, specifications &
conformity
EN 14845-1:2007 – Test
methods for fibres in concrete
ASTM A820-16 – Standard
Specification for FiberReinforced Concrete
(superseded)
ASTM C1018-97 – Standard
Test Method for Flexural
Toughness and First-Crack
Strength of Fiber-Reinforced
Concrete (Using Beam With
Third-Point Loading)
(Withdrawn 2006)

Jalvardhini, Mumbai has done so
many experiments
using natural
fibres. In Nandurbar Er Ulhas
Paranjape has used Ambadi local
fibres for the water tank. In Konkan
area also they are using different
fibres
with
ferrocement.
Th
experiment is amazing. The durability
of the water tanks could not be
estimated. Rural people having ample
of fibres and the local technology
welcome
such
workshops
by
Jalvardhini
Pratishthan.
In
Engineering colleges also students
welcome such use of fibres. Students
can now compare the standards
available with the new experiments.
Workshop on Ferrocement Technology
was Organised by IES Architectural
College, Bandra, Mumbai from 29th
Oct To 3rd Nov. 2018 at Their College
for their students. Report prepared
by Prof. Himani Tawade & Others is
received. (2 Photos in left column)

FS-2019

5th NATIONAL CONVENTION ON

INNOVATIONS IN FERROCEMENT
“ACCEPTANCE IN CONSTRUCTION SECTOR”
Nashik (Maharashtra), India, November 7-9, 2019
Ferrocement is a material of millennium and an avenue towards Green Technology. This is the FIFTH convention on this
subject organized by Ferrocement Society that is providing a forum for architects, civil engineers and working
professionals across India to present and discuss the projects, research and developments in a broad spectrum regarding
innovations in Ferrocement technology and its acceptance in construction sector in urban and rural area.
TOPICS
Topics to be covered at the conference include, but are not limited to :
1. Men, Materials and Methods
 Meshes in geopolymer mortars-stress-strain behavior in tension, their bond and crack behavior, Geopolymer
mortars: mix design for different strengths, use of sea sand as aggregate and sea water for mixing, High
strength cement mortars- their mix design, Increase in compressive strength of cement mortar due to mesh
reinforcement, textile reinforced composites
 Methods of casting: Comparative study of Pressfill, vibro-press, forcing mortar in meshes with
mortar
sprayer pressing mesh layers in mortars, pulltrusion method and pour-cast method of casting in moulds.
 Training programs for technicians and entrepreneurs.
2. Use of fibres, plasticisers and other construction chemicals in Ferrocement and thin reinforced composites.
3. Design MethodsDesigns based on a)equivalent area and stress method b)specific surface method c) crack control method, d)
energy absorption method and e)strength through shape method.
o Design tables for number of meshes for direct use in field,
o Concept of ferrocement capsules for field applications.
o Design of shaped structures, arch faced walls, paneled cavity walls, box-sectioned hollow floors, hollow
beams and hollow columns, stiffened plates, lost formwork as structural members, joints of precast
members as structural members.
o Design for waterproofing and fire-resistance, water-tightness, shock and blast loading, ballistic loads ,
wind and earthquake loads.
4. Experimental execution of Ferrocement works.
5. Corrosion resistance property of Ferrocement.
6. Alternative sand types and their impact on properties & cost.
7. Waterproofing with ferrocement, ferrocement in coastal areas.
8. Field applications of Ferrocement (Applications and field studies based on typical properties of ferrocement like
water-tightness, thin walled construction, high strength to weight ratio, form-free construction, adaptability to
take any shape and size, ductility and high energy absorption capacity)
9. Repairs, rehabilitation and retrofitting by Ferrocement.
10. Standardization, codification of Ferrocement (suggestions for code to be drafted for “Ferrocement- material,
method of construction and designs based on properties of ferrocement only”(and not treating it as an extended
form of RCC)
11. Schedule of rates, Rate analyses of Ferrocement and thin reinforced composites.
12. Ferrocement in future.
13. Innovative concepts using ferrocement. (Innovative ideas and unconventional structures which are possible only
in Ferrocement)
14. Technology transfer & engineering entrepreneurship.
15. Energy saving and carbon credit with Ferrocement.
16. Needs in Rural Area and application of ferrocement for villagers.

17. Precast products of ferrocement, textile reinforced composites and mass scale applications in private as well as
Government sector, including WRD, PWD, CPWD, MJP, MSRDC, etc.

18. Innovative applications: Use for road pavements in place of prestressed concrete roads, ferroasphaltcrete for
repairing potholes, precast ferrocrete lost forms as structural members, precast panels for bunkers in war field,
needle free K T weirs, parabolic gutters and canals, fire rating of ferrocrete, thermally insulated houses, eggshaped large size conduits for outfall sewers, plastic pipe out coated with ferrocrete as penstock., three
dimensioned ferrocrete- meshcrete a substitute for prestressed concrete, spun ferrocrete pies replacing
prestressed concrete pipes. Floating platforms, barges, Pontoons, Solar panel floats.
19. Engineered housing- mass scale housing with ferrocrete precast panels, fabricate in factory cast at site techniquefor single wall, double wall, walls and floors of houses, Ribbed and stiffened precast panels with joints as
structural members, cavity walls, hollow floors, beams and columns, factor production of precast units- factory
layout production technique and its economics,
20. Small ferrocrete precast building components like drainage chambers, covers, chajja and lintel units, fins and sun
breakers, ferrocrete solar collectors
CONVENTION VENUE
The convention will be at Nashik, INDIA. Nashik is 180 km from Mumbai, it is on Central railway. Nashik is served
by direct charter flights from various cities in India. Taxi service is available.
CONVENTION FEES FOR REGISTRATION
The fee Structure and various concessions shall be as below. (Cost of Excursion tour is not included)
Type of registration
Registration fees
For group registration, 5 or more delegates
For technical partners ( Maximum 10 delegates)
For Life members of FS
For students of Architecture/Engineering (I-card essential)

1
2
3
4
5

Fees per delegate
INR 5000
INR 4500
INR 4500
INR 2500
INR 1000

The registration fee must be paid directly to the “FERROCEMENT SOCIETY” by Demand draft, or cheque drawn on
any bank payable at Pune. Fees can also be paid directly in the nearest branch of State Bank of India accounts of
“Ferrocement Society” in cash also. The details of bank account are as below.
Account Number-36815801782, IFSC Code SBIN0004618, Erandwane Branch, Pune.
The registration forms, duly filled along with soft copy of a photo shall be sent by email or by post RPAD, after
paying the fees in bank. Note that credit cards cannot be accepted for the payment of convention fees at the
conference site.
Printed book of proceedings (having ISBN number) and a memento will be given to delegates.
DEADLINES AND IMPORTANT DATES
30 June 2019

Submission of Abstracts

10 July 2019

Selection of abstracts to be informed.

31 July 2019

Full paper submission

31 August 2019

Acceptance of paper to be informed.

15 September 2019

Confirmation of registration will be issued

7 November 2019

Conference Registration, Reception and 1 day proceedings

8 November 2019
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9 November 2019

Special workshop on design of ferrocement structures.

10 November 2019

Excursion tour - tourist spots in Nashik (Optional)

st

nd

day proceedings, Group discussions, Demo of water tank construction.

FERROCEMENT SOCIETY
FS-2019

Registration Form

(Can be downloaded from website)

PERSONAL DETAILS

(Please attach a soft copy of your photo)

Full Name-………………………………………………………………
Designation……………………………..
Name of Firm/ company/ College/ Govt/ Organisation…………………………………………………………………………………………….
Contact Address-…………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………
Skype name……………………………..

State………………………..

Email …………………………………….

Mobile Number-………………………...
Birth date-………………………………………….
Educational Qualification
Professional experience and special achievements/ Professional memberships

…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

CONFERENCE FEES DETAILS
Category- Delegate/Leading Author/ Life member /Group /Tech. partner/Student
Payment by Cheque/ DD/ Online cash / No. ……………………….Date………………….….
Name of Bank……………………………………….Branch……………… City………
For Rs……………………..( for details see the brochure)

Date……………….

Signature

CONVENTION CHAIR
FERROCEMENT SOCIETY,
Pune Office: 1030/1, Akashganga Society, Model Colony, PUNE 411 016 INDIA
Phone: 020-25655380, 9422736252

E-mail : ferrocement@gmail.com

web : www.ferrocementindia.com

CONVENTION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Dr. B. N. Divekar, Pune (9921480126)
Er. Chandra Mohan, Pune (982259479)
Er. P. C Sharma, Ghaziabad, UP (9810285722)
Er. Ulhas Paranjape, Mumbai (9820788061)
Dr. V. Sreevidya, Coimbatore, TN (9944263851)
Dr. Shoba Rajkumar, Salem, Tamil Nadu (9659789175)
Er. Milind Kulkarni, MKCE, Mumbai (9322280782)
Ms. Kiran Rajurkar, New Mumbai (9769070977)

CONVENTION SECRETARIATE
FERROCEMENT SOCIETY,
Pune Office: 1030/1, Akashganga Society, Model Colony, PUNE 411 016 INDIA
Nashik office : Dr Sunil Kute, K K Wagh College of Engineering, Nashik, INDIA
E-mail : ferrocement@gmail.com
web : www.ferrocementindia.com,

Important contacts
CONVENER

DR. SUNIL KUTE

0253-2515264

Co-Convener

Chandramohan Hangekar

09822597479

Co-ordinator

Girish Sangle

09422736252

Organising Secretary-

Er Chandrashekhar Hangekar

09423008267

To,
…………………………………………
…………………………………………
…………………………………………
FromFERROCEMENT SOCIETY,
Pune Office: 1030/1,
Akashganga Society,
Model Colony,
PUNE 411 016 INDIA
Phone: 020-25655380,
9422736252

FS-2019
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Dighole Shubham Ramprasad
Chimote Shubhashree Ratnakar
Palekar Niranjan Narayan
Kanhere Deepak Manohar
Arch. Halgane Rajashri Sandeep
Mahdi Hosseini

shubhamdighole@gmail.com
shubhashreechimote123@gmail.com
nnpalekar@gmail.com
deepakkanhere@gmail.com
rajsandeep2712@gmail.com
civil.mahdi.hosseini@gmail.com

Nashik
Nagpur
Nanded
Phaltan
Pune
Hyderabad

Welcome New Institutional Member (IM)
IM 06 : Indira College of Engineering and Management, Parandwadi, Tal. Maval, Dist Pune.

Appeal to out student and annual members: (SM, AM)
The membership tenure of many annual members is over. Many student members are now passed out and awarded with
degree in Engineering or Architecture. As such we request them to become Life Members of our society before the National
Convention.
Photos Courtesy: Niranjan Palekar And
Deepak Kanhere, P. P. Lele

Apply Life Membership of FS at
discounted rates NOW ! ! !
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